


Design studies for preserving the original structure did not 
succeed due to the rigid requirements of the new generation of 
corporate chains.

The given situation was, that a well done original structure from 
the late 1950’s, over the decades was abandoned by the 
retailers, due to the building no longer suiting their corporate 
demands regarding retail space and delivery.
The future of the neighborhood center from the former public 
owner was given into private hands, as is executed by 
communities all over the European continent.



By consulting with the city planning department, functional and 
formal guidelines were established in order to enable the client to 
maximize lot use and fulfill the requirements of the retailers.
The clients, as the other side of this public private partnership, 
committed themselves to an architectural design tailored to the 
neighborhood as opposed to the standardized corporate design.
However, the budget was limited to the average corporate 
building type costs, which reaches the economical goal only by 
rigid standardization and mass production.

„x-ray analysis“ of conventional volumetric stupidity

learning from corporate tectonics

standardized corporate design.



place of social interaction

tectonic analysis: the ideal container 
for carrying away small portions on a 
daily basis



invention of the post - mom and pop 
shop, for only shopping once a week 
and filling up



heart of the neighborhood



strategy



strategic tectonic tactics title story published



published strategic tectonic tactics





prefab methodology



advantage through assembly within hours



coffee shop  at the corner

corner cast pocket



hybrid delivery and skateboard ramp



regained face to the main street

inhabited



the usual most ugly and silly shopping cart - archiectural creature 

chameleon metal feather over plastic glass core

The simple tectonic composition incorporates multi-coded 
elements, like metal gratings that carry glass roofs, shade the 
façade and act as a “feathering” to harmonize building type typical 
functional elements like shopping cart storage and utility windows.



rain canopy and shading and filtering grating Fruehlings- Fassadenhockenconventional prison like grating



Whereas homeless were formerly not tolerated in standing, hanging around, and consuming alcohol, and were treated as harming 
elements, they now seem invited to sit down. They protect “their “new building” against possible vandalism.
The architects, while doing the construction supervision, were told that the people almost couldn’t wait for the opening and the 
“luxury” to decide each day spontaneously what to cook, instead of deciding at least a week in advance when buying at the peripheral 
big box store.



The response about the finished project, 
from the people in the neighborhood, who 
were actively engaged in convincing the 
city authorities in establishing a center 
again, was overwhelming. For mainly both 
the first inhabiting generation and the new 
one following, a great advantage is the 
disappearance of the reliance on the car, 
which they either can’t drive, afford or 
won’t put their emphasis on. They from 
now on can use public transportation to go 
into the nearby big city for “lighter” 
shopping, because they can accomplish 
the “heavier” grocery shopping nearest by.

The pleasant offer to stay around such  
building types is of tremendous social  
importance, but commonly degenerated to 
an extent, where the builders’ profit seeking 
does not even allow for a bench to sit.



resulting co-autored typological book publications
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